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Hopewell FBLA Wins Big
By: Sophia Lo and Catherine Zhang
For members of the Future Business Leaders of America
(FBLA), the State Leadership Conference is one of the
highlights of the school year. At the conference, members
of the club are able to compete in various business events,
ranging from written tests to presentations to creating videos and websites. This year, 60 members of the Hopewell
chapter joined the 3,000 students that attended the SLC in
Atlantic City from February 18-19.
The competitions begin at a regional level, where objective
tests are administered at the school or prejudged reports
and presentations are sent to the state office. The top eight
competitors in the region then go on to the state competition.
Continued on Page 6

Students Prepare for PhilMUN
By: Anyi Qian
Every year, near the end of February, hundreds of
students congregate in Philadelphia for four days of
learning about diplomacy, international relations, and
the United Nations. This educational simulation,
known as Model United Nations (MUN), has spawned
a community of informed citizens who take an active
interest in global affairs and their many implications.
In preparation for MUN conferences, where domestic
and international delegates represent their countries in
various committees and debate relevant international
issues, students are required to research the topics for
their committee, as well as the policies of their assigned country in order to accurately represent their
interests and agendas.
Continued on page 5
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It was great teaching with Ethan. His kids
loved him. He made the lesson fun, and he got
always really into it. Sometimes we would make
By: Maya Naphade
jokes about whether it was him or the kids who
were having more fun. He embodied everything a
February 5, 2016
swim instructor should be. Really, he embodied
Just over a month ago, the Hopewell Valley everything a person should be.
community suffered a tremendous loss. Ethan Eliza Bell, a current junior at Hopewell, swam
Hatke, age 19, graduated from Hopewell in 2014, with Ethan on Eastern Express, Hopewell Valley
and was a sophomore at Virginia Tech. He was Golf, and the high school team. “Ethan was the
home for winter break to spend time with his happiest person I had ever met,” Eliza explained.
family and reconnect with old friends when he “He was always there for me, in or out of the pool
passed.
encouraging me. He impacted so many lives with

Forever a Bulldog

There is no denying that Hopewell Valley is his bright smile and happy attitude.”
grief-stricken. But the impact of Ethan’s death is Perhaps John Stauffer, a junior at Montgomery
felt far beyond our walls.
High School, phrased it best: “A person who
Ethan, in addition to swimming on the high doesn’t focus on himself makes other people realschool team, swam on a club team called Eastern ize the importance of good morals.” Ethan was
Express for seven years. There he had many that type of person: a veritable diamond in the
close friends, and when he passed the team was rough. He made everybody around him strive to
be better.
left reeling.
“He was so funny, nice, and positive,” says
Madison Schlucterer, a senior at Council Rock
North High School in Pennsylvania. Many others on the team have echoed this same sentiment;
Ethan was somebody who was always smiling,
and his attitude helped his teammates work
through challenges both in and out of the water.

The amount of joy and love Ethan gave and
received in his 19 years is truly incredible. His
loss was tragic, but those who remember him
remember only happy memories. He will always
have a place in the hearts of everyone who knew
him. He is forever a bulldog, and so much more.

Alex Sukach, a sophomore at Lawrenceville
Prep School, also swam with Ethan: “Just the fact
that so many people have nothing but positive
things to say about him shows how respected he
was in the swimming community.”
Ethan was involved in the community in more
ways than one. In addition to swimming himself,
Ethan also taught swim lessons with a program
called Express SwimAmerica (headed by an Eastern Express coach, Brent Matheson) and coached
summer swimming with the Hopewell Valley
Golf Club. He was a role model to countless
young swimmers and was able to get along with
anybody – even the most difficult children were
not immune to his charms.
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A New Season of FIRST Robotics
By: Grady Meyer

At 11:03 am on Saturday, January 9th -- less
than a minute after Stronghold, the new FIRST
Robotics game, was announced -- the first discussion of the game appeared on the messaging
board website Chief Delphi, which has become the
place for FIRST teams to communicate with their
peers all over the world.
A user named Hallry opened the thread, prompting simply, “Initial thoughts?” Within minutes, overwhelmed reactions began flowing in. “So many
things to do!” “READ THE RULES! There is going
to be a lot to this game!” Another user put it more
succinctly: “Oh god.”
So began the 2016 competition season for
Hoval’s Team 293 SPIKE and the thousands of
A screenshot from the reveal video for FIRST Robotics’s new game,
other FIRST Robotics Competition teams around
titled “Stronghold.”
the world.
It’s easy to see why people reacted this way once
you know more about the game. To start out, the field for Stronghold is the size of a basketball court and consists of several
sections: A middle section, called the neutral zone, two castle courtyards, and two secret passages. Along the center line are
placed six balls, called “boulders,” which robots must pick up and shoot. Six robots -- three on each team -- also start in the neutral zone, though one can be a “spy bot,” sitting in the opponent’s courtyard, allowing a human drive team member to stand in a
“spy box” and keep watch on the opponent’s side. Between the neutral zone and the castle courtyards lie walls of obstacles -dry moats, mini-walls, doors and drawbridges -- that the robots must surmount. These defenses change every game, which
itself is a complicated process: your team, your opponents and the audience all play a hand in selecting which defenses protect
each side, although one defense, a bar only 16” off the ground, is always on the field.
Each robot begins the match in autonomous mode, operating entirely on its own. During this period, extra points can be
scored if a team’s programmers are able to code pre-programmed instructions. Robots that can drive themselves up to the defenses earn two points. Crossing those defenses autonomously earns 10 points; shooting a boulder into a goal low on the castle’s tower earns 5 points, and a robot built and programmed well enough to shoot a boulder into a goal high on the tower earns
10.
After that comes the “teleop period,” where a team of three students takes control of their robot. At this point, the game is in
full swing and robots can get points by crossing the defenses for 5 points, shooting boulders in the low tower goal for 2 points,
or shooting into the high tower goal for 5 points. In the final seconds of the match, the robots can even capture their opponent’s
castle by surrounding it (5 points per robot) and scaling it -- lifting their full 135+ pound bulk at least two feet off the ground using
a medieval equivalent of a chin-up bar (15 points per robot).
This is one of the most complicated games FIRST has ever released, but reactions to the game have been positive, particularly since last year’s game disappointed many. On Delphi, users around the country variously called it “a contender for best FRC
game.” “The best game I have seen since starting in 2005.” Even a user who thought the medieval theme “a little corny”, said
that he liked the game overall.
The game has received favorable responses from SPIKE members as well. The club’s co-advisor, Jill Bacso, says she loves
the game, because of its complexity and because “a lot of weird stuff can happen.” Her co-advisor, Kate Mercurio, likes how
“every game is going to be unique.” Jake Schaeffer, a senior, liked it because it had “a lot more variety than last year.” Jake also
likes Stronghold because it allows for many different types of robots, and emphasized the importance of team strategy among
alliance members. The team’s newer members liked it as well. Sullivan Meyer, an 8th Grader in his first year with the team, said
that he liked the game because of its variety, and also because there is more “robot contact” in matches than in recent years.
All expectations of how the game will be played could turn out to be wrong, however, as the first actual round of competition
played by robots will not be seen until February 24th, at the Palmetto Regional in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, and HVCHS’s
own Team 293 won’t play until March 18-20, when the Springside Chestnut Hill Event takes place. The game may even change
a great deal before the first event in February. FIRST issues “Team Updates” to its rule books and manuals every Tuesday and
Friday, and there are many Tuesdays and Fridays between now and Palmetto.
The Bulldog Reporter
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A New Twist to
Shakespeare

Although the theatre doesn’t
score each scene or select a winner, English teacher and ShakeBy: Ryne Blagg
spearience organizer Ms. ThereMany students may believe that sa Solomon likes to say that
Hopewell is the self-proclaimed
the only chance to experience
winner every time. Hopewell’s
Shakespeare in high school is
studying his plays during class. performances tend to stand out
from other schools’ performancHowever, another opportunity
es every year. A previous Hoval
exists outside of school hours.
script extracted lines and plot
Shakespearience is a club depoints from Romeo and Juliet to
signed to inspire students to
create a musical about the sinkpursue their fascinations in
playwriting and acting by com- ing of the Titanic.
bining, reading, and performing
lines from Shakespeare’s plays. Starting in December, students
collaborate each week with one
Participating schools prepare a goal in mind: to produce and
twenty minute script using only provide the very best perforlines from Shakespearean plays. mance for the Shakespeare Festival in April. Currently, stuAside from this, students are
dents are polishing the final
only allowed to use props and
sets that existed during Shake- script.
peare’s time. Students then perMany may think that Shakeform their final show at the
spearience is geared towards
Shakespeare Festival at Rider
students that excel in Language
University in April.

Happy New Year’s
(Again)!
By: Marissa Liu
On Monday, February 8th, millions of
people celebrated one of the biggest
holidays in the world: Chinese New
Year, which is based on the Lunar calendar, not the Gregorian calendar that
we use in America.
Traditionally, each year is associated
with a zodiac animal and one of the
five elements, consisting of gold, water,
wood, fire, and earth. The Chinese animal zodiac has a total of 12 animals in
the following order: rat, ox, tiger, rabbit,
dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey,
rooster, dog, and pig. This year, 2016, is
the year of the monkey, as was 1980,
1992, and 2004, and its designated element is fire. People born in the year of
the monkey are said to be extraordinarily witty and intelligent, with a tinge of
mischievity; however, monkeys are also
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said to be the most unlucky people out
of all the zodiac animals!
Typically, the New Year’s Eve dinner,
also known as the “reunion dinner” is
the biggest event during Chinese New
Year, and is often regarded as the most
important dinner of the year. At this
dinner, several specific dishes are eaten
because of their symbolic meaning. For
example, people traditionally eat fish
because the Chinese character for “fish”
sounds identical to the word for
“surplus”. In this way, the fish symbolizes a yearly surplus of food or money,
which expresses people’s hopes and
aspirations for that year.
Another popular Chinese dish eaten on
New Year’s is longevity noodles. This
dish is typically eaten by elders and
respected ones, and the noodles are
much longer than normal noodles.
These noodles represent the eater’s life,
symbolizing hopes that they will have
many more years in their life. Other
typical Chinese foods include dumplings

Arts and avidly read Shakespeare’s plays, but extensive
Shakespeare knowledge isn’t
necessary at all. The club allows
people with all different talents
and interests to join. There are
script writers, prop designers,
stage managers, choreographers,
and performers working together to create the final performance. And, there’s always
room for more students to participate.

This year's performance is inside a courtroom. Junior writer
Sarah Vorhees explained that
the play’s plot revolves around
bringing Shakespeare’s problematic characters in front of
judge. For example, in one case,
Antony brings Cassius and Brutus to court and charges them
for the murder of Caesar.
For those interested in Shakespearience, talk to Ms. Solomon
about up and coming meetings.

and spring rolls, which both represent
the bringing in of wealth and good
fortune.
During Chinese New Year, families traditionally decorate their homes with the
color red. The color red is often associated with good luck, happiness, long
life, money, and unrealized aspirations.
On the night of New Year’s Eve, children go to their parents and formally
wish them a happy new year, including
wishes of good health and luck. After
that, parents are supposed to hand
them little red money bags, which symbolize another year of safety and peace.
Although our new year has come and
gone, it’s still not too late to make
those last minute resolutions! Think
about this question: what do you want
to accomplish this year? Live life to its
fullest, and enjoy every moment of it.
Wishing you all a happy monkey new
year!
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PhilMUN… continued from page 1
At the conference, participants will form coalitions, or blocs, to write resolutions and propose
solutions for conflict. By working with other representatives in committee and negotiating to reach a
consensus, delegates are forced to think critically
about the world’s happenings and come up with
solutions for diplomatic conflict.

and the Pacific, said about PhilMUN, “I like Model
UN not only because I get to learn new things
about international relations and politics, but also
because I get to meet new people and form friendships that last far beyond a four day conference.”

Rutgers University hosts two MUN conferences
annually; RuMUN is in December, while PhilMUN is
in February. HopeMUN attends both of these conferences, as well as SSUNS, a conference hosted by
Participation in the club promotes a deeper unMcGill University in Montreal. The club generally
derstanding of world issues, as well as communica- performs the best at PhilMUN, having won the
tion and negotiation skills that are invaluable in al- highest prize, Best Delegation, for the first time at
most any situation. Junior Lizzy Peters, who will be last year’s conference.
representing India in the United Nations Human
The focus of this year’s PhilMUN conference is on
Settlements Programme, said, “I really treasure the Asia, with committee topics ranging from the reptime I spend in MUN because it allows you to think resentation of women in STEM fields to the develon a larger scale than you usually would on a day
opment of an Asian highway network. From Februto day basis.” Model UN allows students to think in ary 25-28, delegates will be discussing issues rea global context and examine the far reaching efgarding infrastructure in what is now the fastest
fects of any international conflict.
developing and most populous continent.
The academic value of Model UN is indisputable,
but it has social benefits as well. Sophomore Elsa
Perelli, who will be representing India in the United
Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia

Hopewell Valley delegates will be representing
one of three countries: India, Chile, and Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Good luck HopeMUN!

lives of the African American
Charles family throughout the 20th
century. The Piano Lesson was the
fourth of these ten plays, and took
place in The Hill District of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The brewing
conflict between the two main
characters, siblings Boy Willie and
Berniece, raised questions about
how one should carry on their
family’s legacy.

AP Comp Sees Play at
McCarter

Boy Willie and Berniece both own
the family’s heirloom, a piano that
their grandfather, a slave, had
By: Chloe Friedhiem
hand-carved their family’s history
into. When the owner of the land
The Piano Lesson, a play by Pulitz- the Charles’ were slaves on dies,
er Prize winning playwright August the land is put up for sale. The
Wilson, was at Princeton’s
ability to own the land that his
McCarter Theatre from January 8th family was enslaved on is essential
to February 7th. Ms. Solomon’s AP for Boy Willie, and he becomes
Composition and Language class
involved in various ventures in orsaw the play on Thursday, February der to have enough money to buy
4th.
the land. Selling the piano would
give Boy Willie the ability to take
Wilson’s “Pittsburgh Cycle” is a
control of his family’s history. On
series of ten plays that depicts the the other hand, Berniece wants to
The Bulldog Reporter

keep the piano within the family,
and combats Boy Willie’s every
attempt to sell the piano.
When the ghost of the original
landowner inhabits the family’s
home, Bernice has to directly confront her inner conflict between
herself and her family’s history.
Ultimately, Berniece vanquishes
the ghost by playing the piano and
awakening the spirit of her ancestors.
There are many other award winning plays that take place at
McCarter, including The Mousetrap, which begins in March. The
theatre also offers student discounts, so make sure to check it
out!
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Pippin Opens February 26th

Because many of the show’s characters correspond
to the characters found on tarot cards, performing arts
teacher Katie Rochon and dance teacher Gabrielle
It’s the time of year again when HVCHS puts on its Kadets were able to come up with a tarot card theme
winter musical! This year’s musical is Pippin, written that reappears throughout the show; this theme is conveyed through image projections as well as the design
by Roger O. Hirson and composed by Stephen
of the set.
Schwartz. The main character, of course, is Pippin,
played by junior Bryan Hill. The story follows Pippin
as he tries to find the meaning of life and his place in
When asked about what he enjoyed most while
the world.
working on the show, choir teacher Randy White said,
“There is so much to discover through the rehearsal
This year’s show has plenty to offer. It is especially process with all the students, and I am very impressed
with the musical abilities of our cast and the pit orunique with its distinct Bob Fosse choreography, a
chestra. We are doing a very good job of bringing the
style of choreography created by the multiple Tony
script to life and score to life with lots of energy.”
award winner, which is inspired by vaudeville acts.
Not only is the choreography unlike that of any other From learning the challenging Bob Fosse choreography to mastering the music, the cast, crew and pit ormusical, but Pippin also breaks the fourth wall, the
chestra are indeed working hard to bring the show to
imaginary wall traditionally between the performers
and audience. The Leading Player, portrayed by jun- life.
ior Rhea Yadav breaks this wall by directly talking
and involving the audience.
Performances are on February 26th, February 27th,
March 4th and March 5th at the Performing Arts Center at 7 pm, and the show is for mature audiences onThe music of the show reflects the 1970s, particularly the pop music. There are multiple solos through- ly. Tickets cost $8 for students and $12 for adults and
can be bought online at showtix4u.com. Come watch
out the show for members of the cast as well as solo
the talents of the CHS staff and students come togethdance numbers.
er for this show!

By: Anais Hou and Sophia Lo

Daniel Lee, Sophia Lo, and Helen Sun placed fourth in Introduction to Business Presentation. Additionally, seniors Lauren
Beside competing in their own events at the conference, memPinelli and Sophia Rusnaczyk placed fourth in Management
bers of the club also had the opportunity to attend workshops to
Decision Making, while sophomores Caroline Kelly, Caroline
continue developing their business and leadership skills. Some
Levine, and Emma Levine placed third in Sports and Entertainof this year’s workshops included Leveraging Technology for Busiment Management.
ness Success, Dress for Success, and Networking-A Web CONNECTion.
In addition to competitions and conferences, FBLA also partici-

FBLA… continued from page 1

When asked about what she enjoyed at the conference, one of
the club’s three presidents, senior Isha Pradhan said,
“Competing and learning business skills at the conference were
a lot of fun, but more than it, it was meeting many different
people that made the conference truly enjoyable and a valuable
learning experience.”

pates in other activities, such as the annual March of Dimes’
Walk for Babies, a charity event that raises awareness for premature babies and promotes research to find a cause. FBLA meetings are held in Room 308 every Thursday during lunch. All are
welcome to attend!

Hopewell won many awards at the 2016 SLC, which include 16
members advancing to the National Leadership Conference.
The NLC will be held from June 29-July 2 in Atlanta, Georgia.
Seniors Carrie Bellscheidt, Lauren Cox, and Niarah Russell
placed fifth in Business Plan. Junior Michelle Ancil and seniors
Felycia Luo and Joanna Ying placed second in Digital Video
Production, while freshmen Will Titus, Grayson Russo, and
Nick Pietrinferno placed in Public Service Announcement.
Sophomore Harrison Zhang also placed second in Electronic
Career Portfolio, while sophomore Catherine Zhang placed first Hopewell’s FBLA club at the State Leadership Conference last
in Introduction to Business Communication. Sophomores
weekend.
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American Sign Language Club
Starts at Hoval
By Anais Hou & Anyi Qian

expose others to the deaf community in an accessible way.
Kully said, “we wanted to introduce the language in a way
that would hopefully pique the interest of people who would
consider learning signs, but also in a way that would not overlook how this language is a reality to many people.”

Ever wanted to learn a new language but lacked the time in Continued on page 11
your schedule? Now, there’s a club for that.
Sophomores Mali Dun, Grace Kully, and Annalise Wulf started the American Sign Language (ASL) club recently with the
assistance of English teacher Ms. Rebecca Lewark. Guidance
counselor Mrs. Cindy Iarussi and paraprofessional Ms. Susan
Hart are familiar with ASL and will attend meetings to help
teach various lessons.
The deaf community has seen a notable increase in visibility,
in part due to the popularity of ABC Family show Switched at
Birth. This served as initial inspiration for Kully; after watching
the show, she began to notice the gap between the hearing
and deaf communities and realized it was a major barrier to
the blending of these two diverse cultures. Kully began looking into the jargon of the deaf: sign language.
Her fascination with the silent language was shared with her
fellow classmates, Mali Dun and Annalise Wulf. Their mutual
interest in learning sign language developed into a desire to
Club Leaders and Sophomores Mali Dun and Grace Kully.

By Kyla Chasalow
The Bulldog Reporter
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The Fitbit Fad
By: Brian Rentsch
It started in AP physics class.
Upon settling into my usual lab seat for the first time
after winter break, I shifted my gaze to a friend I hadn't seen since December. It clicked in my mind that he
was trying out a new, slightly questionable hairdo.
And then I noticed it.
His left wrist now toted a shiny new Fitbit wristband.
Sitting there in physics class after an abrupt end to
the holidays was surreal enough, but this revelation
that my friend had a Fitbit was even more mesmerizing. As our teacher gathered the room's attention and
note-taking began, I couldn't stop thinking about that
rubbery, rectangular, cheap-looking yet simultaneously fashionable fitness tracker with a screen smaller
than a first-generation iPod Nano on my friend's wrist.
I'll admit, the presence of that stark black band
wrapped around his arm didn't just interest me; it
mysteriously bothered me.
Over a month later, I'm just beginning to discover the
source of my fixation on such a harmless device.
The model I saw that day was a Fitbit Charge, a rechargeable electronic wristband designed to record
daily physical activities and workouts, including steps
taken, calories burnt, and distance traveled. Unlike its
lower-priced companion the Fitbit Flex, it acts more
like a smartwatch than a simple wristband. The
Charge's tiny screen displays the time as well as personal fitness stats, and the device can be synched to a
smartphone or computer for viewing detailed charts
and graphs that document each day's exercise. It even
notifies the wearer of incoming calls on their
smartphone if the two devices are synchronized. Both
the Charge and the Flex tout a discreet design and
automatic synchronization of exercise stats, and I've
begun to see both models popping up on people's
wrists all around CHS.
My initial Fitbit sighting in AP physics was just the
first of many. Few days passed before I experienced
my next encounter; out of the corner of my eye I noticed a flash of vibrant cherry-red appear from beneath the shelter of a classmate's shirt arm, encasing
their wrist, interrupted only by the darker shade of a
small rectangular display. After some additional shifty
eye maneuvers, I realized it was a Flex, being worn by
someone I never would have expected to own a fitness
tracker.
From there I began discovering Fitbits on a regular
basis. I noticed them in gym class; in the media center
during senior option; in the hallway during passing
time. A simple roll of a sleeve revealed another owner
sitting right in front of me in physics class. My eyes
have begun naturally darting down to people's wrists
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upon the slightest indication they might be wearing a
wristband, hoping to discover just one more. I thought
I'd seen it all when I spotted a teacher wearing one
around. But then I learned Republican presidential
candidate Ted Cruz wears one to his campaign
speeches... and sports a traditional watch on the other
arm at the same time.
I can still vividly recall my latest encounter with a Fitbit. It happened three days ago, and involved the wrist
of a friend who I'd never seen with a wearable fitness
tracker before. But I doubt it'll stop there; Fitbits seem
to be the next big thing. If their recent emergence as
high school accessories isn't a good enough indication
of Fitbit's success, the company's shares are up from
strong sales over the past holiday season. The Fitbit
fad has officially arrived.
It is clear to me now that my initial irritation at discovering that first Fitbit in physics class was driven by
my preconceptions regarding wearable exercise trackers in general. Admittedly, my experience with them
was limited to passing glances at display models on
the occasional trip to a local Dick's Sporting Goods,
but they always struck me as overpriced and downright ugly. When Apple's latest model of iPods offer
fitness features of their own through programs like
Nike+ and a built-in pedometer, while also practically
matching the latest fitness wearables in price despite
having a wider array of functions, I found it difficult
to understand the appeal. It seemed almost pointless
that someone would pay for a premium fitness device
that does little more than what an iPod can. Yet fitness wristbands have clearly taken off, with Fitbit at
the head of the pack.
The most definitive proof of this newfound popularity
can be seen right here in Hopewell; that first friend of
mine from physics, to my knowledge, does not play an
active sport, or take time to specifically work out.
Granted, he might -- I'm not completely sure -- but
I've seen other acquaintances besides him toting Fitbits around the building that don't actively participate, train for, or invest themselves in competitive
sports or intensive fitness. Okay, they too, might secretly be jocks without my knowing it, but a more likely explanation is that the appeal of Fitbits is growing
beyond dedicated exercise enthusiasts.
This surge in the popularity of Fitbits among athletes
and nonathletes alike seems to represent a recent
trend in society: that you don't have to be a sports
star or a bodybuilder or an endurance runner to be
conscious of your physical health. Fitbits are moving
beyond the realm of "exercise tools" and are becoming
assistants for preserving general quality of life -- fashionable ones, no less.
They've found their own niche in a fiercely competitive market as not just tools to help you get fit, but as
modern accessories, and from what I can see, they're
taking over the school.
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Valentine’s Day and the
Singing People
By: Veena Prakriya

Valentine’s Day roots back to a boisterous pagan fertility celebration
known by the name Lupercalia. Priests
would sacrifice goats and dogs to their
deities. The pelts of the recently sacrificed animals were
then used by men to whip
women.

Believing that women and marriage
distracted the soldiers of his army, Emperor Claudius II decided to ban marriage for all young men. Bachelors
made better soldiers if they wouldn’t
have to worry about dying a painful
and bloody death, leaving their families
to fend for themselves.

It was believed that the whipping increased fertility and
stories can be found retelling
of women lining up to be hit
with these animal hides.
The ancient holiday can also
include a lottery, acting as a
sort of match-making service.
The names picked by men
during this ceremony often
ended in marriage.

the 13th century there was no real romantic notion. After centuries however, modern tradition began to arise and
spread across the world.
Why the holiday occurs on February
14th is up to speculation though. Many
people believe it to be the day St. Valentine was executed more than 1800
years ago. Others say it is
when the original pagan holiday of Lupercalia began. The
answer could even lie with
wise tails, claiming that birds
began mating on February
14th.
Since 270 AD, Valentine’s
Day has become a huge holiday, especially in the United
States. It’s estimated that 18.9
billion dollars went into Valentine’s Day this year.

Here in Hopewell Valley, we
stuck to traditions of our own.
The Model WHO organizaCenturies later, the Catholic
tion once again offered singChurch created their own varing candygrams to celebrate
iation, now known as Valenthe sweet holiday. All protine’s Day, deciding to celebrate it in
St. Valentine defiantly performed mar- ceeds went to charity.
mid-February.
riage ceremonies for the Roman soldiers until he was apprehended. He was So, no matter your affiliation with ValBut, who is the Valentine to which the jailed and sentenced to death through a entine’s Day, we can all say how imname belongs? The name Valentine can round of beating, stoning and, finally, pressed we are with Model WHO for
be traced back to several Christian
sweet decapitation.
their continued dedication to World
Saints. The story of our St. Valentine
Health.
traces back to the Roman Emperor
Pope Gelasius of the 5th century offiClaudius II.
cially deemed February 14th a day to
honor the Saint Valentine, but until the

Job and Community Service Fair
Comes to Hopewell

and the Mercer County Library again, there were also some
new ones. With a larger amount of job opportunities, students had more choice in where they could work.

Thanks to new opportunities being offered this year, even
students under 16 years old had a variety of jobs to choose
Are you looking for a job this summer? How about partic- from. However, surprisingly, Maya stated that fewer stuipating in an organization to gain community service hours? dents came to the fair this year when compared to last year.
On Thursday, February 11th, Hopewell Valley Central
Maya advised students to come to future fairs because it
High School had it’s annual Job and Community Service
really is a great school experience, and will help in the fuFair. It had over 25 booths giving information on jobs and ture.
volunteering opportunities.
If you weren’t able to come to the job fair though, don’t
The fair is a perfect way to see many companies that are
worry. You can talk to your guidance counselor, who will
hiring, and it offers a lot of great job opportunities, which
happily talk about possible job options with you, keeping
will be great experience for later on in our high school cayour personal interests in mind.
reers.
There are plenty of job options, so you’ll be able to find
Sophomore Maya Nandy said that this job fair was differ- something that you know that you will enjoy. Good luck to
ent when compared to last year. Although there were some everyone!
of the usual organizations, like PEAC Health and Fitness

By: Sophia Stivala
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Why to Brave the Shave
By Maya Naphade
More than 175,000 children are diagnosed with
some form of cancer each year. Normally we associate children with happiness and laughter, toy
cars and princess dress-up games, not with needles or tubes or hospital beds or sickness. Pediatric cancer can take many forms, and more children die from cancer each year than do from
asthma, cystic fibrosis, diabetes, and AIDS combined.

the organization had raised $100 million for
childhood cancer research. Even more impressive was that all of the money raised was given
through charitable donation.

The most popular St. Baldrick’s event in the
Hopewell area takes place at Amalfi’s every year.
This year, the fundraiser will be held on March
Despite the dire situation facing pediatric can- 12th. The event is run by Dr. Michael McCue and
cer patients, less than 4% of the National Canhis wife Melissa McCue, and there are currently
cer Institute’s funding is used to treat childthere are 198 participants who have totally
hood cancers. What’s worse is that, of those
raised over $32,000. From 11 am to 5 pm on Saturwho do get treatment, two-thirds have permaday March 12th, Amalfi’s will be filled with bald
nent effects from their treatment, such as heart heads, green face paint, and hundreds of people
disease, infertility, and even loss of sight or hear- working together to fight against childhood caning.
cer. It is an incredible event in an electric atmosphere.
There is no denying that this is a tragic state
of affairs. Children are the purest creatures in
Any donation to the St. Baldrick’s foundation
the world, and their lives should be filled with
has the potential to do amazing things. The monjoy. The thought of a child suffering can make
ey raised is channeled into research grants, and
even the most adamant stoic wince. So what can the research that is being done can lead us to a
we do to help? We can brave the shave.
cure. With more grant money available, more reSt. Baldrick’s is an annual fundraiser whose
participants raise money for pediatric cancer
research. Participants shave their heads as a
show of solidarity with the sick kids. Last year,
the St. Baldrick’s foundation raised nearly $37
million, which was later awarded to pediatric
cancer researchers worldwide in the form of
grants.
The St. Baldrick’s organization fundraises
throughout the year, but the actual event takes
place on the weekend of St. Patrick’s Day. The
first fundraiser was held at a St. Patrick’s Day
party in 2000, and since then the fundraiser has
always been named after the holiday.

searchers will be able to work to understand the
causes of this disease and look for the best way
to fight it.
So if you want to change your hair up, or if
you’re looking to improve your karma, or if you’re
just bored and want to make life a little more
interesting, join the fundraiser, either as a
shavee (a participant who shaves their head) or
simply as a volunteer. Either way, you will be contributing in a small way to solve a big problem.
Either way, you will be helping sick children. Either way, you will be changing the world. Not
bad for a Saturday’s work.

For a fundraiser that was only created in 2000,
the St. Baldrick’s foundation has made incredible strides. 2012 officially marked the year that
Page 10
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Recipe of the Month: Homemade
Mozzarella Sticks
By: Caroline Wilson

Source: Allrecipes.com
Makes 5 majestic mozzarella sticks
Ready in: 30 minutes
Just because the Superbowl is over doesn’t mean you
can’t still enjoy delicious cheesy breaded snack foods.
These homemade mozzarella sticks trump any restauASL… continued from page 7
Their meetings are structured to accommodate those who
may not be able to attend every single one; each features a
different theme -- be it the alphabet, colors, or animals. They
hope to make the club fun and engaging rather than like a
class, so the lessons do not build on previous ones, though
there may be reviews of concepts already learned.
So what’s the significance of learning sign language? Approximately 3 out of every 1,000 children in the United States are
born completely deaf or with defective hearing. Knowing ASL
can pave the way for career opportunities, from education to
medicine. It is highly probable that one may encounter a deaf
person several times in their life, and sign language allows for
communication with family or friends who may not be able to
communicate using conventional methods.
Not only are opportunities to connect with the community
created, but people are also able to increase their understanding and appreciation for a rich but obscure deaf culture. Because many people who struggle with deafness or loss of hearing can feel isolated without being able to communicate verbally, a vibrant deaf culture has developed, with specific etiquette, behavioral norms, institutions, and literary traditions.
Learning ASL can open an entryway into this community.
Most people are used to communicating verbally, but as Dun
said, “Sign language is even more awesome because it’s composed of hand movements and facial expressions, which are so
unique.” ASL offers yet another medium for communication
and connection through visuals, adding another dimension to
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rant’s and they’re easy to make in your own home!
Ingredients
 2 large eggs
 1 quart vegetable oil
 2 cups milk
 10 egg roll wrappers
 10 mozzarella string cheese sticks

1½ cups Italian seasoned bread crumbs
Directions
1. Beat the eggs in a mixing bowl. Whisk in the milk,
then set aside. Place the bread crumbs into a plastic bag and set aside.
2. Separate and place an egg roll wrapper onto your
work surface with one of the tips pointed towards
you. Moisten the two far edges of the wrapper with
water. Place a string cheese stick onto the corner
nearest you, and roll it in 1/3 of the way, fold over
the right and left corners, then continue rolling to
the end, pressing to seal. Repeat with the remaining string cheese sticks and egg roll wrappers.
3. Heat oil in a deep-fryer or large saucepan to 375
degrees F (190 degrees C).
4. Dip the mozzarella sticks into the egg wash, then
toss in the bread crumbs. Cook in batches in the
hot oil until crisp and golden brown, 3 to 4 minutes.
5. Enjoy!

discourse. Kully spoke of her hopes for the club: “Through
both respect and dedication, we hoped to help in an attempt
to at least partially fill the gap between the two communities.
The American Sign Language Club meets during lunch on
every other Friday in room 227. Their next meeting is on March
4th.

Junior Maria Rossi practices Sign Language during last week’s
meeting.
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Puzzles:

Crossword by Reinah Bauer, Sudoku by Grady Meyer.
38. Heath genus
41. Spoil

DOWN

43. “Don’t _____ it!”
(“No worries!”)

1. Roofing material

44. Hot ______

2. “____ real boy!” (2
words)

46. Card game

3. Do away with

48. GPS suggestion

4. Id counterpart

49. Harry’s pal

5. Type of culture, pastry,
or language

50. Orthodontist’s concern

7. Bow’s partner

53. Flat terrain
55. Playbill info

8. Author of “The Telltale Heart”

56. Elongated swimmer

9. Hot off the press

57. Put one’s foot down

10. Steal

59. Big do

11. 100%

62. Glow

12. Maiden name
preceder

Across

tion

63. Rent out

1. Sleepy

16. Hazardous gas

68. Big cat

6. Napkin’s place

17. Shrek, for one

69. Pace

9. Type of muffins, cereal,
or flakes

18. Competent

70. Prepared for battle

19. Eskimo shelter

71. Finishes

21. Massachusetts cape

72. Furniture wood

24. Help!

73. Competes for speed

13. Spanish girlfriend
14. Knight in shining armor
15. Actor’s goal in an audi-

6. Plastic building block

52. Mike’s partner

20. Slime
21. Potential officer
22. Met production
23. Jean material
26. Noah’s craft
27. Convent dwellers
33. Neither’s partner
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